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Province 03  |   Monday, August 6th, from 19:00  | | Peila, Amiad Center, Jaffa Flea Market 

Bureaucracy, Anarchism & a guided tour in Jaffa 2030 

       

The third and last evening in "Province" exhibition event series, as part of "Loving Art, Making Art" 2012. 
 

  19:00 Historical Seminar 03: Cultural Activism in Tel Aviv- Jaffa 1970-1990 

Third installment in the historical research conducted in the framework of "Province" exhibition 

 

20:00 Lecture: Uri Gordon – Anarchism, from a Political Ideology to a way of life 

Nowadays, the term “Anarchism” is frequently used without conducting a deep investigation of its significance. 

An Israeli social activist, a lecturer at the Arava Institute of Environmental Studies and the author of: Anarchy 

Alive! Anti-authoritarian Politics from Practice to Theory, Uri Gordon will address this term as an ideology and a 

way of life. 

 

21:00 Tour: Muhammad Jabali- Jaffa 2030 

The guided tour by Muhamad Jabali is the first step of the project “Jaffa 2030”, conducted in the framework of 

“Province” exhibition. The tour will focus on the history, the present and the possible future of Jaffa, depicting 

social processes and narratives that influence our experience in the surrounding urban sphere.  What kind of 

information is accessible to the average street wanderer and by what kind of authorities? What does this say 

about the agenda of these institutions and our roles as citizens? Does a neutral urban space exist? Is there a way 

to experience the space directly? How does the subconscious information serve as a filter to the visual spectacles 

we experience with our various senses?  

Throughout the evening:  Screenings of video works by artists around the world, dealing with the subject of 

“Bureaucracy”, alongside documentations of working processes by the participant artists in the exhibition. 

Among the participants: Broken City Lab, Maya Zack, Meir Tati and Alona Rodeh 

 

Province | Loving Art. Making Art, 6-7 September 2012, Tel Aviv  

 

Artists: Alona Rodeh, Ariel Efraim Ashbel, Tahel Frosh and Matti Shemoeloff (Guerilla Tarbut), Hadas Ophrat, the Zimmer, 

Tamir Lichtenberg, Maya Dunietz, Meir Tati, Jaffa Project, Nevet Yitzhak, Société Réaliste (Paris) 

 

Curator: Leah Abir 

Assistant Curator: Gilly Karjevsky  

Curatorial & Research team: Anna Axenov, Na’ama Henkin, Mor Shavsha, Dina Yakerson, Yifat Peleg 


